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ELSY-Fire specifications 
ELSY-Fire is an electrical control system for fire appliances. The way to realize increased 
demands on functionality and reliability is to use computerised multiplex wiring systems.  
With ELSY-Fire, all functions can be implemented in a single system – an integrated, 
flexible, and operationally reliable electrical control system. 
 
 

ELSY-Fire infrastructure 
Nodes 
ELSY-Fire systems are built with electronic control units, called nodes. The numbers of 
nodes are decided from the size of the system. If the system increases, extra nodes can easily 
be added. All the nodes have the same hardware but individual application programs. They 
are interconnected by a single communication cable in which all signals are transmitted. All 
loads, switches, sensors etc are connected directly to the nodes, without any extra relays. 
Some outputs can drive loads requiring up to 20 A. 
 
Graphic Colour Display 
For system interface (Graphical User Interface) there is a graphic 5.5” colour display that can 
be added to the ELSY-Fire system. The system interface is designed to the customer’s 
specifications. It can use many displays but normally there is one at the operator’s panel and 
sometimes one in the cabin. 

 

ELSY-Fire functions 
Communication with chassis 
For some chassis, there is a possibility to connect to the chassis CAN-bus (serial 
communication). Via CAN-bus ELSY-Fire can communicate with the chassis and get 
information. For chassis without CAN-bus, information can often be fetched from a chassis 
connection point, as inputs to an ELSY-Fire node. 
This can be used for example in the operator panel where warnings from chassis, i.e. 
overheated engine can be shown. 
 
Water and foam level  
For displaying water and foam volume, pressure sensors are used normally placed in the 
bottom of tanks, measuring the water or foam pillar above it. The sensor signal is converted 
and the actual volume is shown in the display. It is easy to implement warnings for low 
level/levels. 
By adding an electrically controlled valve for inlet of water it is easy to let the ELSY-Fire 
system automatically control the water level when the vehicle is connected to a water post or 
another tank vehicle.  
 



 

Pressure regulation 
Water pressure is controlled by the water pump which in turn is driven by the vehicle engine. 
The ELSY-Fire system can regulate the engine speed via CAN, if chassis manufacturer allows 
it, or discrete signals and maintain a constant water pressure. Adding a vacuum sensor 
improves the pressure regulation control system even more. 
 
Foam mixing 
To ensure foam is added in the right ratios, the system can automatically regulate the 
appropriate valve(s). 
 
Traffic guidance 
By adding lamps to the side of the vehicle and letting the ELSY-Fire system control each 
lamp individually, it is possible to add traffic guidance functionality, “running lights”. 
 
Light mast 
ELSY-Fire can control pneumatic systems to raise or lower a light mast. The lights in the 
mast can of course also be controlled. 
 
Working lights 
ELSY-Fire can control the working lights. Often the system is made in a way the lights can be 
switched on individually or in certain patterns. 
 
Sensors in general 
Several kinds of sensors can be monitored by ELSY-Fire, i.e. temperature, pressure and flow. 
The input signal is transferred to a value which can be used for conditioning other parameters 
or to be presented in the system interface. 
 
Automation 
With ELSY-Fire it is easy to transform complicated functionality in the extinguish system 
into simple tasks.  
An example is in Airport Rescue Vehicles. By only pressing one single button when driving 
to the crashed airplane the entire operation of getting water out of the roof cannon is 
controlled as soon as the gear box is put in Neutral. 
The PTO is engaged at appropriate engine rpm, the tank valve is opened, the valve for mixing 
the foam is adjusted for correct foam mix and the valve for the monitor is opened. 
 
Lights for fire appliances 
Controlling rotating lights, flashing lights, high beam blinks, sirens etc are no problem for the 
ELSY-Fire system.  
 
Internal functions 
It is possible to read the node supply voltage and use this in the control system. This can be 
used to disable functions if the battery voltage gets too low, always making sure the vehicle 
has enough battery power to be able to start. 
 
System supervision 
ELSY-Fire knows if there is an open circuit or a shorted circuit on any output in the system. 
For example it can be viewed by looking in a display, e.g. by a text “Rear right corner blue 
light is shorted”. Supervision if withdrawn current is normal or not on each output.   


